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ABSTRACT
We report the detection of a cold Neptune mplanet=21±2M⊕ orbiting a 0.38Me M dwarf lying 2.5–3.3 kpc
toward the Galactic center as part of a campaign combining ground-based and Spitzer observations to measure the
Galactic distribution of planets. This is the ﬁrst time that the complex real-time protocols described by Yee et al.,
which aim to maximize planet sensitivity while maintaining sample integrity, have been carried out in practice.
Multiple survey and followup teams successfully combined their efforts within the framework of these protocols
to detect this planet. This is the second planet in the Spitzer Galactic distribution sample. Both are in the
neartomid-disk and are clearly not in the Galactic bulge.
Key words: gravitational lensing: micro
1. INTRODUCTION
The 2015 Spitzer microlensing campaign is the ﬁrst project
with the speciﬁc goal of characterizing the Galactic distribution
of planets. Such characterization has three requirements.
1. A survey that is sensitive to planets in substantially
different Galactic environments.
2. Well-characterized selection.
3. The ability to determine, at least statistically, the Galactic
environment of each potential host, whether or not a
planet is detected.
At present, microlensing is the only possible method to
attack this problem because all other planet search techniques
fail criterion (1). We note that Clarkson et al. (2008) ﬁrst
attempted to answer this question by using Hubble Space
Telescope data from the SWEEPS project to measure stellar
proper motions and to establish the kinematic population
membership of 16 transiting planet candidates from the
Sagittarius Windows. Unfortunately, however, these candidates
are difﬁcult to conﬁrm due to their faintness. By contrast,
microlensing is about equally sensitive to planet-hosting lenses
at all distances along the line of sight from the Sun to the
Galacticbulge sources that are monitored for microlensing
events.
Initially, microlensing planet searches were conducted in a
fairly opportunistic way, dominated by targeted followup of
“interesting” events. Because “interesting” was not necessarily
welldeﬁned, it was difﬁcult to satisfy criterion (2). Never-
theless, Gould et al. (2010) and Cassan et al. (2012) were able
to construct subsamples with wellcharacterized selection. In
parallel, the RoboNet and MiNDSTEp teams developed robotic
algorithms (Horne et al. 2009; Dominik et al. 2010; M. P. G.
Hundertmark et al. 2016, in preparation) to carry out the target
selection in a repeatable and wellcharacterized manner. With
the advent of second generation surveys, (initially MOA and
particularly OGLE-IV and most recently KMTNet), uniform
selection is becoming routine (see, e.g., Shvartzvald et al. 2016;
D. Suzuki et al. 2015, in preparation). In their high-cadence
zones, these wide-ﬁeld surveys can obtain dense enough
coverage that additional followup observations are not
necessary to detect and characterize planets. Hence, events
can be monitored uniformly with a pre-deﬁned observing
sequence.
The main problem has always been to determine the location
of the lenses that are being probed for planets, including both
those in which planets are detected and those for which they are
not. For the great majority of microlensing events, the lens
(host) star is not deﬁnitively identiﬁed and for many it is not
detected at all. For these cases, the microlens parallax
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1 1( )p = -- - and m are, respectively, the lenssource
relative parallax and proper motion, θE is the angular Einstein
radius, and M is the lens mass. As detailed by Figure 1 from
Gould & Horne (2013), the amplitude πE=πrel/θE is set by
the fact that motion by the observer of 1 au displaces the
apparent angular separation of the lens and source by an angle
πrel, which in turn induces microlensing effects according to
how large this displacement is compared to the Einstein radius.
In principle, there are two ways to observe the displacement
caused by parallax. First, the observer can wait to be moved by
theEarth’s orbital motion, creating a displacement relative to
simple rectilinear motion between the source and lens. Second,
two observers at substantially different locations can compare
their observations.
Some microlens parallaxes have been measured from the
ground using the ﬁrst effect, particularly for long timescale
events (Poindexter et al. 2005) and including fortuitously a
signiﬁcant number of microlens planetary events (Gould
et al. 2010). However, the sample of events with parallaxes
measured from the ground is extremely heavily biased toward
nearby lenses because they have projected Einstein radii
r auE E˜ pº ∼2–5 au, roughly threetimes smaller than is
typical of bulge lenses. Hence, this sample is almost unusable
for measuring the Galactic distribution of planets.
The alternative is space-based parallaxes. At ∼1 au from
Earth, Spitzer is ideally located to be such a “microlens parallax
satellite,” and was used for the ﬁrst such measurement by Dong
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et al. (2007). It does, however, face a number of challenges.
First, due to Sun-angle viewing restrictions, it can observe
Galactic bulge targets (which are near the ecliptic) for only 38
continuous days out of the 8 months they are visible from
Earth. Second, microlensing events must ﬁrst be detected from
the ground and identiﬁed as reasonably planet-sensitive before
they are targeted by Spitzer, and these uploads occur 3–10 days
before the observations begin (Figure 1 of Udalski et al.
2015b). Since microlensing events often evolve quite rapidly,
these practical constraints intrinsically restrict the pool of
targets. Finally, Spitzer observes at λ=3.6 μm, roughly 4.5
times the wavelength of ground-based microlensing searches.
This creates technical problems, some of which are described
below. See Yee et al. (2015a) for a more complete discussion.
In 2014 the director granted 100 hr for a pilot program to
determine whether Spitzer could function effectively as a
parallax satellite. Special protocols were developed to rapidly
upload targets (Udalski et al. 2015b). New techniques were
developed by Yee et al. (2015b) and Calchi Novati et al.
(2015a) to break the famous “4-fold degeneracy” (Refsdal
1966; Gould 1994) that had been believed to require extremely
aggressive observational strategies (e.g., Gould 1995; Gaudi &
Gould 1997). For the two events with measured (OGLE-2014-
BLG-1050, Zhu et al. 2015b) or strongly constrained (OGLE-
2014-BLG-0124, Udalski et al. 2015b) θE (using the standard
technique for events with caustic features, Yoo et al. 2004), the
lens mass M and distance DL were determined using inversions
of Equation (1)
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Here πS is the source parallax which is almost always well
understood because the source is visible. More critically, since
the overwhelming majority of single-lens events do not show
caustic features, a robust method was developed for estimating
distances kinematically for events with measured Ep but not θE
(Calchi Novati et al. 2015a).
However, the 2014 Spitzer campaign was entirely focused on
demonstrating the feasibility of the method, and no systematic
effort was made to ﬁnd planets. Nevertheless, one planet was
discovered (Udalski et al. 2015b).
The successes of the 2014 campaign and the breakthroughs it
precipitated led to the realization that satellite parallax
measurements could be used to measure the Galactic distribu-
tion of planets. In 2015, 832 hr were awarded for a program
whose primary objective was to do just that (Gould et al. 2014).
In fact, as speciﬁcally argued in the proposal, several such
annual campaigns will be required to acquire sufﬁcient
statistics to make this measurement.
As discussed in detail by Yee et al. (2015a), the observa-
tional protocols required to (1)maximize the sensitivity of the
survey to planets, while (2)maintaining well characterized
selectionare both intricate and complex. We describe in some
detail how these applied to the case of the planetary detection
reported below. However, those readers interested in a full
understanding must actually study Yee et al. (2015a).
Here, we report the discovery and characterization of the
planet OGLE-2015-BLG-0966Lb. This is the second planet
(after OGLE-2014-BLG-0124Lb, Udalski et al. 2015b) in the
statistical sample of microlens parallax planets that can be used
to determine the Galactic distribution. The observations, and
the observational protocols that guided them, are described in
Section 2. The ground-based and Spitzer lightcurves are
combined to yield microlensing parameters for the event
(including the microlens parallax πE) in Section 3. There are
some challenges in the estimate of θE relative to the usual case,
which are discussed in Section 4. After resolving these, we
present the system physical parameters in Section 5. Finally,
we discuss some implications of this discovery in Section 6.
2. OBSERVATIONS
2.1. OGLE Alert and Observations
All 2015 Spitzer targets were chosen based on microlensing
alerts issued by the Optical Gravitational Lens Experiment
(OGLE) or the Microlensing Observations in Astrophysics
(MOA) collaboration, with a substantial majority coming
from OGLE.
The OGLE alert for OGLE-2015-BLG-0966 was issued on
2015 May 11, well in advance of the Spitzer campaign, for
which the ﬁrst observations were on June 6. It lies at equatorial
coordinates (17:55:01.02, −29:02:49.6), with Galactic coordi-
nates (0.96, −1.82), placing it in theOGLE ﬁeld BLG505,
which implies that it is observed at a20 minute cadence with
OGLE’s 1.3 m Warsaw Telescope at the Las Campanas
Observatory in Chile (Udalski et al. 2015a). These dense
observations permitted OGLE to alert the event, using its Early
Warning System (EWS) real-time event detection software
(Udalski et al. 1994; Udalski 2003), when the source had just
entered the Einstein ring, and so was just 0.38 mag above its
I = 19.62 mag baseline. OGLE continued to observe with this
cadence throughout the event except for interruptions due to
weather and themonthly passage of the moon through the
bulge.
2.2. Spitzer Observations
A key element in meeting criterion (2) for measuring the
Galactic distribution of planets is that events must be selected
for Spitzer observations without allowing any knowledge about
the presence or absence of planets to inﬂuence that decision. As
described in Yee et al. (2015a), Spitzer targets can be chosen
“objectively” or “subjectively.” If they meet certain speciﬁed
criteria as of 6 hr before target submission (Mondays at UT
15:00), then they are objective and must be chosen for
observations with a certain speciﬁed cadence. In this case, all
the planets discovered (as well as all planet sensitivity, i.e.,
ability to detect planets) whether from before or after the
Spitzer observations begin, can be incorporated into the
analysis. In addition, if the event has not yet been selected
objectively, the team may at any time still choose the event
“subjectively” guided qualitatively by the goal of maximizing
the sum (over all choices) of the products S Pi i iå where Si is the
sensitivity of event i to planets and Pi is the probability that a
microlens parallax will actually be measured. Only data taken
(or rather, made public) after this selection date may be
considered when calculating Si. The cadences of subjectively
chosen events can also be speciﬁed subjectively, but as a
practical matter they are usually speciﬁed to be the same as for
objectively chosen events. Note that exclusion of Spitzer data
from the analysis applies only to determining whether or not an
event enters the sample. Once the event has a sufﬁciently well
measured parallax to enter the sample, all Spitzer data can be
applied to improve the precision of the parallax measurement
or to search for planets.
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If there remains time for additional Spitzer observations after
scheduling all targets according to their adopted cadences, this
is applied to high-magniﬁcation events, with cadence ranked
according to predicted magniﬁcation in the observation
interval.
A point of direct relevance to the present case is that if an
event is initially chosen subjectively but later meets objective
criteria, the objective status takes precedence. This means that
all planets and planetsensitivity from before the subjective
alert can now be included in the analysis, but also that only
observations following the objective alert can be used to
determine if the parallax is measured well enough to enter the
sample. If these objectively based parallax data are not
adequate for a measurement, then all the Spitzer data can be
included, but then only planets and planet sensitivity from after
the subjective alert can enter the analysis.
Figures 2 and 3 from Yee et al. (2015a) show ﬂowcharts for
this decisionmaking process.
On Monday June 15, the Spitzer team chose OGLE-2014-
BLG-0966 for “secret” observations at one-day cadence. The
purpose of “secret” observations is to resolve the tension
between two aspects of the observations. First, any event
selected for Spitzer observations must be observed and
continue to be observed at some predetermined cadence for a
predetermined amount of time. However, Spitzer targets can
only be updated once per week. Hence, if the future course of
an event is uncertain at the time the targets must be sent to
Spitzer for observations, it may be selected as “secret.” Until it
is formally selected, none of the Spitzer observations may be
included in the calculation of parallax but if the event turns out
to have low planet sensitivity and/or poor chances of a viable
parallax measurement, no commitment has been made to
continue observing it in the future, which would be a waste of
resources. Hence, “secret” observations permit the team to
defer this choice until more information about the event is
available, with a maximum “loss” of one week’s observations.
In this case, however, the team gained sufﬁcient conﬁdence in
the event just two days later to announce it publicly on 2015
June 15 UT 21:31. The cadence was speciﬁed as “objective,”
meaning once per day, which could not then be altered.
However, the next week, on Monday June 22, the event
qualiﬁed for bonus observations because it was predicted to be
high magniﬁcation (as seen from Earth) during that week of
Spitzer observations, June 24 UT 11:43 to July 1 UT 16:46.
According to the prescriptions of Yee et al. (2015a), all
observing time that is not allocated for regular observations
should be applied to high-magniﬁcation events, rank ordered
by the 1σ lower limits of their predicted peak magniﬁcation
during the observing interval. This prediction is for magniﬁca-
tion at Earth if that is all the information available (as was the
case for this event in that week). OGLE-2015-BLG-0966 was
estimated as Amax>11 and so was assigned eightperday
cadence. It received a total of 58 observations during that week.
In fact, this week did prove to contain the event’s Amax∼100
peak as seen from the ground. The magniﬁcation of the event
during the next week was less than the cutoff for distributing
extra Spitzer observations, so it was observed at the previously
determined cadence of 1 day−1. This week it also met the
objective criteria for selection of rising events (criteria “B” in
Yee et al. 2015a). This meant that if the event parallax could be
adequately measured using Spitzer data from after July 1 UT
16:46, then all planets and planet sensitivity could be included.
Otherwise only planets and sensitivity from after 2015 June 15
UT 21:31 could be included (assuming all Spitzer data were
enough to measure a microlens parallax). For the ﬁnal “week”
(actually about 10 days), the event again met the criteria for
additional high-magniﬁcation (as seen from Earth) observations
and was slated for a cadence of fourperday. It may seem
strange that it would fail these criteria on the ﬁfth week but pass
them on the sixth week, since the event was falling during this
time. However, the criteria for receiving extra observations due
to high magniﬁcation are (necessarily) based on predicted
magniﬁcation, not actual magniﬁcation, and these predictions
improve with time. Second, the competition from other events
varies each week, so there is strict correspondence between
(predicted) magniﬁcation and observations only within a given
week, not between weeks.
Altogether, Spitzer observed this event a total of 129 times,
each with 6 dithered 30 s exposures.
2.3. MOA Data
MOA independently identiﬁed this event on June 16 and
monitored it as MOA-2015-BLG-281 using its 1.8 m telescope
with a 2.2 deg2 ﬁeld at Mt. John, New Zealand. In contrast to
most other observatories, which observe in the I band, MOA
observes in a broad R–I band pass. The MOA cadence for this
ﬁeld is 15 minutes. Thus, during the long June–July nights,
OGLE and MOA together nominally cover this ﬁeld for about
18 hr per night. However, the weather in New Zealand is far
worse than in Chile, so the fraction of nights that actually have
this near continuous coverage is under 50%.
2.4. Ground-based Follow-up Data
2.4.1. Follow-up Strategy
As discussed in Yee et al. (2015a), ground-based follow up
strategy is intimately connected with event selection, both
objective and subjective. Approximately 150 (nominally) point
lens events were selected for Spitzer observations during the
2015 campaign, which far exceeds the resources of all follow
up groups combined to densely monitor events to search for
planets. This tension has two interrelated implications. First,
follow up groups are explicitly encouraged not to monitor
events that are heavily monitored by surveys, with survey
coverage being described in some detail at the time of
theannouncement of each event. Second, there is a strong
bias for the Spitzer team to select events that are heavily
monitored by surveys, exactly because coverage is not
dependent on limited follow up resources. Indeed, for events
(such as OGLE-2015-BLG-0966) that have 20 minute OGLE
cadence, there is an extremely strong bias because additional
follow up from the same time zone would be redundant, and
hence the follow up observing resources are best applied to
other events without such intense survey coverage. Similarly
for events in the 16 deg2 core KMTNet ﬁelds, which have
roughly 15 minute cadence from 3 observatories, these
considerations apply even more strongly. OGLE-2015-BLG-
0966 lies approximately in the middle of one of the four
KMTNet prime ﬁelds. However, the Spitzer team’s map of
these ﬁelds was precise enough to recognize that the event lay
in a gap between chips, so that it was not actually covered by
KMTNet. (KMTNet did not at this time publicly list the events
that it was monitoring).
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As OGLE-2015-BLG-0966 approached its peak (HJD′
7205.2, July 1.7), the very high cadence and high quality of
OGLE data permitted an accurate estimate of the peak
magniﬁcation Amax∼90, which would make the event highly
sensitive to planets (Griest & Saﬁzadeh 1998). Because OGLE
would normally densely cover the event during the long Chile
night, while MOA would cover the even longer New Zealand
night, the need for follow up would have appeared minimal.
This is particularly true for the fairly large number of follow up
telescopes in Chile, whose observations would be completely
redundant with OGLE.
However, the peak of this event happened to occur when the
moon was passing through the bulge, during which time OGLE
does not observe. Hence, several follow up groups concen-
trated their efforts on this event. Nevertheless, the event did not
gain the undivided attention of follow up groups due to several
competing events. Most notable was OGLE-2015-BLG-0961,
which peaked less than 12 hr earlier and at even higher
magniﬁcation Amax=200. However, this event was covered
by KMTNet and so assumed much lower (but still not zero)
priority from follow up groups.
In particular, we note that the planet was discovered only
because follow up groups recognized that there would be no
survey coverage of this event over Chile. We note that this has
a potential impact on the future use of these data to measure the
planet sensitivity, as outlined in Zhu et al. (2015a). According
to the Spitzer microlensing program strategy, data may be
included if they were taken without knowledge of the planet’s
existence. In the case of OGLE-2015-BLG-0966, intensive
follow up observations were undertaken in response to a
predicted gap in survey coverage due to the moon, and not due
to any known anomaly, meaning the data may be used for
planet sensitivity calculations.
2.4.2. Las Cumbres Observatory Global Telescope Network (LCOGT)
LCOGT provided ground-based observations primarily from
its southern ring of 8 1.0 m telescopes sited at CTIO/Chile,
SAAO/South Africa, and Siding Spring/Australia (Brown
et al. 2013). Two telescopes in Chile are equipped with the new
generation of Sinistro imagers that incorporate 4k×4k
Fairchild CCD-486 Bl CCDs and offer a ﬁeld of view of
27′×27′. All other 1.0 m telescopes support SBIG STX-
16803 cameras with Kodak KAF-16803 front-illuminated
4096 × 4096 pix CCDs, used in bin 2×2 mode with a ﬁeld
of view of 15 8×15 8. Observations were also made from the
2.0 m Faulkes North Telescope in Haleakala, Hawaii, using its
10′×10′ Spectral camera (Fairchild CCD-486 Bl CCD). All
telescopes in the network are equipped with a consistent set of
ﬁlters. SDSS-i′ was used for the large majority of these
observations, with a small number made using the Bessell-V
ﬁlter. Due to the constraints described above, LCOGT
employed its TArget Prioritization (TAP) algorithm (M. P. G.
Hundertmark et al. 2015, in preparation) to select a subset of
events from the Spitzer target list based on their predicted
sensitivity to planets, which were drawn from Spitzer targets
that fell in regions of lower survey observing cadence. Since
OGLE-2015-BLG-0966 falls in a region of high survey
cadence, it was not selected for observation until the moon’s
passage through the Bulge interrupted survey observations. At
that point, the event was ﬂagged for high-density observations
on both the 1.0 and 2.0 m networks. These observations were
conducted as groups of 2–10 exposures repeated at intervals of
a few minutes to hours, with less dense observations being
taken as the event returned to baseline. Hence, the data
typically have dense packets of coverage followed by short
gaps. Observations continued to be requested54 at high cadence
after the identiﬁcation of the anomaly until it was clear that the
event was returning to baseline, and when real-time modeling
from Bozza et al. (2010) indicated no further lightcurve
features were expected.
2.4.3. Danish Telescope
The Danish 1.54m telescope is one of the national telescopes
hosted by ESO at La Silla in Chile. After a successful
refurbishment in 2012 by the Czech company Projectsoft, it was
equipped with the ﬁrst routinely operated multi-color instrument
providing Lucky Imaging photometry (Skottfelt et al. 2015). The
instrument itself consists of two Andor iXon+ 897 EMCCDs and
two dichroic mirrors splitting the signal into red and visual
bandpasses. For the 2015 microlensing campaign, the camera was
operated at 10Hzand lucky exposures were calibrated and tip-tilt-
corrected as described by Harpsøe et al. (2012). Photometry was
obtained from the collapsed images using the DanDIA pipeline
(Bramich 2008) and based on routines of the RoboNet reduction
pipeline. A modiﬁed version of ARTEMiS (Dominik et al. 2008)
was deployed to coordinate the observation of microlensing
targets, and in the case of OGLE-2015-BLG-0966 resulted in
conﬁrmation of the anomaly from a second site.
2.4.4. CTIO-SMARTS
For the duration of the Spitzer campaign, the Microlensing
Follow Up Network (μFUN) doubled its normal allocation to
6 hr per night on the dual optical/IR ANDICAM camera on the
1.3 m SMARTS telescope at CTIO. This facility was tasked
with several objectives that were not always completely
compatible. These included regular monitoring of Spitzer
targets in low-cadence OGLE ﬁelds in order to predict their
future behavior, sparse monitoring of all targets in order to
measure their H-band source ﬂuxes using ANDICAM’s IR
channel, and dense monitoring of events that were at fairly high
or very high magniﬁcation in order to detect planets. Hence,
similar to the LCOGT telescopes, CTIO-SMARTS observed in
blocks with short gaps during which other goals (including
other science and shared resources) were pursued.
2.5. Other Bands
OGLE, LCOGT, and CTIO-SMARTS all obtained V-band
observations in order to measure the V− I source color in order
to characterize the source. As described above, CTIO-
SMARTS automatically obtained H-band observations through
the IR channel simultaneously with both the V-band and I-band
optical observations. These also are used for source character-
ization and are not included in the analysis.
2.6. Data Reduction
All ground-based data were reduced using standard
algorithms. All data entering the main analysis used variants
54 The LCOGT network operates by accepting requests for observations from
users, which are then executed if at all possible once weather, target visibility,
and facility availability are taken into account. Therefore, gaps in data can
sometimes occur if combinations of these factors mean observations cannot be
made, even if requests continue to be submitted.
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of image subtraction (Alard & Lupton 1998; Bramich
et al. 2013). CTIO-SMARTS used DoPhot (Schechter et al.
1993) reductions for the source characterization analysis.
As explained in Yee et al. (2015a), no previously existing
Spitzer reduction software was suitable for variable stars in
crowded ﬁelds. Calchi Novati et al. (2015b) describe the
custom software designed speciﬁcally to reduce the data from
this program.
3. LIGHTCURVE ANALYSIS
Real-time lightcurve analysis, both manual and automated
(Bozza et al. 2010),was conducted during the event, and
immediately alerted observers to the presence of the anomaly.
Extensive ofﬂine analysis was subsequently carried out once
data gathering on the event was complete.
The analysis reported below is based on a simultaneous ﬁt to
ground-based and Spitzer data. However, the key event
characteristics can be most easily understood by considering
the two lightcurves separately, and indeed many character-
istics can be inferred by visual inspection.
Ignoring for the moment the post-peak perturbation centered
at tpert=7205.75, the ground-based light curve shown in
Figure 1 peaks at t0 = 7205.19, almost 4.85 mag above
baseline, indicating a high-magniﬁcation event Amax85 (i.e.,
more if the baseline source is blended). In the neighborhood of
the peak, such events are characterized by ﬂux evolution
F t F t t t1peak 0 2 eff
2 1 2( ) ( ( ) )= + - - where t u teff 0 E= , tE is the
Einstein timescale, and u0 is the impact parameter normalized
to θE (Gould 1996). Inspection of the peak region shows
teff=0.68 days. (For example, CTIO data at ±1.50 days from
peak are 0.96 mag below peak. Hence,
t 1.5 day 10 1 0.68eff 0.8 0.96 1 2( )= - =´ - day.) The fact that
there is no pronounced dip just prior to the abrupt rise due to a
caustic crossing starting at tcc=7205.64 shows that the
companion/host mass ratio is very small,55 i.e., this is a
planetary rather than binary system. Hence, the center of mass
of the system is very close to the “center of magniﬁcation.” It is
the source motion relative to the “center of magniﬁcation” that
produces the overall Paczyński (1986) curve over the
unperturbed portions of the light curve. The proximity of the
single caustic crossing to the peak of the Paczyński curve
implies a trajectory which just clips the point of an arrow-
Table 1
All Solutions
Parameters (+, +), wide (+, −), wide (−, +), wide (−, −), wide (+, +), close (+, −), close (−, +), close (−, −), close
χ2/dof 15136/15278 15138/15278 15137/15278 15135/15278 15136/15278 15151/15278 15154/15278 15135/15278
t0
a 7205.1979 7205.1953 7205.1955 7205.1937 7205.1978 7205.1945 7205.1936 7205.1938
0.0012 0.0013 0.0013 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012
u0 0.01136 0.01136 −0.01157 −0.01152 0.01136 0.01136 −0.01162 −0.01149
0.00010 0.00010 0.00010 0.00010 0.00010 0.00010 0.00010 0.00009
tE (days) 57.7 57.8 57.7 57.7 57.7 57.7 57.5 57.8
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4
ρ (10−4) 14.08 14.00 14.06 14.06 14.07 14.02 14.12 14.04
0.14 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.14
πE,N 0.0234 −0.0561 0.0397 −0.0412 0.0234 −0.0538 0.0317 −0.0412
0.0012 0.0015 0.0012 0.0013 0.0012 0.0059 0.0094 0.0012
πE,E −0.238 −0.237 −0.232 −0.237 −0.239 −0.264 −0.272 −0.237
0.006 0.012 0.003 0.006 0.006 0.007 0.007 0.006
α (deg) 50.7 50.6 −50.4 −50.4 50.6 50.6 −50.3 −50.4
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
s 1.1141 1.1146 1.1148 1.1147 0.9093 0.9091 0.9088 0.9091
0.0033 0.0032 0.0033 0.0033 0.0026 0.0025 0.0027 0.0026
q (10−4) 1.67 1.67 1.68 1.68 1.70 1.70 1.71 1.70
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05
Blend −0.027 −0.024 −0.027 −0.026 −0.027 −0.025 −0.031 −0.024
0.008 0.009 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008
Note.
a HJD-2450000.
Table 2
Abbreviated Table of Parameter Values Averaged over the Four Solutions.
Parameters which could be Estimated by Visual Inspection of the Light Curve
Are included for Comparison
Parameters Wide solution Close solution
Visual-inspec-
tion Solution
Best χ2 15135 15135
t0
a 7205.196±0.002 7205.195±0.002 7205.19
u0∣ ∣ 0.0115±0.0001 0.0115±0.0001 0.012
tE (days) 57.7±0.4 57.7±0.4 57
ρ (10−4) 14.04±0.15 14.07±0.15 12
E,N∣ ∣p 0.04±0.02 0.03±0.02 L
E,Ep −0.24±0.01 −0.25±0.02 L
∣ ∣a (deg) 50.5±0.2 50.5±0.2 50.5
s 1.115±0.004 0.909±0.003 L
q (10−4) 1.68±0.05 1.70±0.06 L
Note.
a HJD–2450000.
55 Higher mass ratio binaries tend to produce a large central caustic. While
there are some source-lens relative trajectories that could produce a similar
lightcurve, the trajectory would have to closely approach (though not cross)
another branch of the caustic structure which would distort the lightcurve from
the Paczyński curve. For discussions of binary and planetary caustic properties,
see Han (2006) andRattenbury (2009).
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shaped caustic. For the rest of the lightcurve to have remained
unperturbed, the widest part of this arrow must lie away from
the trajectory. The caustic must lie along the binary axis, so this
means that the arrow points toward the center of magniﬁcation.
Assuming that the source moves at a constant rate relative to
the lens binary axis, it is possible to use the time gap between
the lightcurve peaks to estimate the angle of the trajectory
relative to that axis, α from a ratio with teff. This implies that
the source is moving at an angle
t t ttan 0.881 eff pert 0( ( ))a = - =- radians (50°.5) relative to
the planet host axis. There is no dip between the caustic
entrance and exit, which implies that the caustic edges are
separated by signiﬁcantly less than the source radius ρ
(normalized to θE). Hence, the source radius crossing time,
t*≡ρtE, can be estimated t t t sin 0.07pert cc( ) ( )* a- ´ =
days. While it is not obvious by inspection, a simple point lens
ﬁt to the unperturbed lightcurve shows that the source is
essentially unblended, so that in fact Amax=85, so u0 = 0.012,
and hence t t u 57E eff 0= = days, and thus ρ = 1.2×10−3.
That is, t u t, , , ,0 0 E( )a r =(7205.19, 0.012, 57 day, 51°,
1.2×10−3). These by eye estimates agree reasonably well
with the parameter values derived from the best-ﬁtting models
(described below)presented in Tables 1 and 2. The remaining
two parameters that can be extracted from the ground-based
lightcurve, i.e., the planet-star mass ratio q and the planet-star
separation s (normalized to θE), cannot be estimated by eye and
must be determined from the ﬁt. That said, it is worth noting
that the shape and scale of the caustic derived by the above
arguments restrict the possible combinations of s and q which
could have produced the lightcurve seen.
The effect of adding the Spitzer data is to determine the
microlens parallax Ep , which is incorporated directly into the ﬁt
in equatorial (north, east) coordinates. However, as illustrated
in Figure 1 of Gould (1994), the impact of these measurements
is better visualized in the frame deﬁned by the projected
Spitzer-Earth axis D^ , in which
D
t t
t
u u
au
, ; ;
, 3
E
0, 0,sat
E
0, 0,sat
( )
( )
p t b t
b
= D D D = -
D = - 
^
Å
Å
and where the subscripts indicate parameters as measured from
Earth and Spitzer.
For the intuitive analysis of the Spitzer lightcurve (Figure 1),
we begin with the external information that the timescale
tE;57 days is known from the ground-based lightcurve. In
fact, since the Earth-Spitzer motion (projected on the sky) is
about 20 km s 1- at the time that we will evaluate Equation (3),
the timescales will not be exactly the same. However, this is
expected to be a relatively small effect. Hence, we ignore it
here with the proviso that we will later check for self-
Figure 1. OGLE-2015-BLG-0966 lightcurve. Combined data from 10 telescopes (color coded) trace the ground-based light curve nearly continuously. With the
exception of the ∼6 hr post-peak bump, it is well characterized by a high-magniﬁcation point lens Paczyński (1986) curve. As described in the text, ﬁve of the seven
parameters t u t, , , ,0 0 E( )a r needed to describe this curve can be read off lightcurve or extracted with very simple analysis. The remaining two (s, q) (planet-star
separation and mass ratio) require more detailed modeling. The Spitzer lightcurve is aligned to the OGLE scale so that equal “magnitudes” represent equal
magniﬁcations. The microlens parallax πE can be wellestimated simply by comparing the Spitzer and ground-based light curves. See Section 3. (OGLE and MOA
data are binned for display in the Figure, but not in the ﬁt. Ground-based data points with uncertainties >0.2 mag are suppressed in the ﬁgure to avoid clutter, but are
included in the ﬁt.) Arrowed labels indicate the times when this event was chosen ﬁrst as a “subjective” target and then turned into an “objective” one.
Table 3
The Un-dereddened Source and Red Clump Magnitude and Color Measured
from OGLE and CTIO Datain their Respective
Instrumental Magnitude Systems
OGLE CTIO
IS 19.63±0.03 20.031±0.012
(V − I)S 2.48±0.06 −0.577±0.031
Icl 16.48±0.026 17.02±0.019
(V − I)cl 2.79±0.014 −0.23±0.015
ΔI 3.15±0.05 3.01±0.05
Δ (V − I)S −0.31±0.06 −0.35±0.03
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consistency. The Spitzer lightcurve shows a factor ∼4 rise over
the 30 days of observations ending at 7222.14, where it is
clearly turning over,56 implying a peak t0,sat∼7225. Thus, the
interval between peaks, normalized to the Einstein timescale is
t t t 0.350, 0,sat E( )tD = - ~Å . Since 30 days before the peak,
usat∼0.5 (A∼2), the magniﬁcation at peak is at least
A 8max,sat  (more if the Spitzer source ﬂux is blended), so
u u u 0.120, 0,sat 0,sat∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ bD = -Å  . Spitzer was 1.39 au
from the Earth midway between the peaks, with
D⊥=1.27 au after taking account of projection. Since it is
approximately due west of Earth, the two coordinates in
Equation (3) basically correspond to east and north, respec-
tively. Hence, we derive πE,E∼−0.28, and 0.1NE,∣ ∣p < As a
ﬁnal check, we note that these values imply a projected velocity
in the Earth frame of v tau 100 km sE E 1˜ ( )p= ~ - , meaning
that Earth’s motion is not completely negligible. In principle,
we could make recursive corrections, but the main point of this
exercise is to show that most of the results of the full light
curve analysis canbasically be derived by simple inspection of
the Spitzer and ground-based lightcurves.
We systematically model the combined Earth-based and
Spitzer lightcurves using software described in Dong et al.
(2006, 2009), notwithstanding the above analysis showing that
ﬁve of the seven Earth-based parameters are welldetermined
by visual inspection and simple analysis. Note that for this
thorough analysiswe do not assume that the event timescale
will be observed from both Earth and space. The location of the
Spitzer spacecraft during the event was extracted from the JPL
Horizons website,57 enabling us to make a precise conversion
of the timestamps of its data to Heliocentric Julian Date, with
the corresponding conversion made for all ground-based
observatories. All datasets are then modeled in the same
frame of reference. We conduct a systematic search of
parameter space using two different techniques, one based on
an (s, q, α) grid and the other based on lightcurve
morphologies. Models are evaluated based on the reduced χ2
of the ﬁt per dataset ( red
2c ). To account for variations in the
estimation of photometric errors in different datasets, we adopt
the common practise (e.g., Bachelet et al. 2012) of re-
normalizingthe errors according to:
e a e a . 4new 0 orig
2
1
2 ( )= +
Coefﬁcients a0 and a1 are set such that the red
2c of each
dataset relative to the model equal unity.
We found that the only viable solutions do in fact have the
ﬁve parameters as approximately speciﬁed above. Moreover, s
and q are well localized, except that (as is often the case) there
is a degenerate solution s s 1 - (Griest & Saﬁzadeh 1998).
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the geometries of all eight
solutions, and Table 1 gives the parameters for these solutions.
The notation (+, −) is used to indicate solutions where the lens
source relative trajectory approaches the caustic from the
positive or negative θ direction in the lens-plane geometry.
Two indices are given for each solution: one for Earth-based
observations and one for Spitzer. According to Table 1, the best
wide and close solutions differ by Δχ2<1. Hence, this very
common degeneracy is completely unbroken in the present
case. However, since the microlensing parameters of these two
sets of solutions are very similar, their physical implications are
basically the same.
Within each set of solutions (wide or close), the physical
implications are even closerto the point of being nearly
identical. Therefore, we present in Table 2 a simpliﬁed
summary of each set of solutions, with the parameter values
being averages over the four solutions and the “errors” taking
account of both the ﬁt errors at different minima and the
differences between minima.
4. EINSTEIN RADIUS ESTIMATE
We estimate θE using the standard approach (Yoo et al.
2004), i.e., estimating the source surface brightness from its
dereddened color (V− I)0 and the calibrated color/surface
brightness relation of Kervella et al. (2004), and then
comparing this to dereddened magnitude Is,0.
We begin (as is usual) by assuming that the source is behind
the same dust column as the bulge clump stars. Visual
comparison of V- and I-band images of the ﬁeld indicates
substantial differential reddening, with a region of apparent
extinction extending to the southeast of the target. We restricted
our analysis to stars within a 60″ radius about the source,
wherein the clump appears compact. The centroid I magnitude
and (V− I) color of the red clump were measured by
calculating the mean values of these parameters for stars
within I, (V− I) ranges chosen to isolate the clump on the
color–magnitude diagram. The quoted uncertainties refer to the
standard error on the mean of each parameter. Table 3
compares the measured I magnitude and (V− I) of the source
and the red clump centroid from both the OGLE and the CTIO
data. Using OGLE data, we ﬁnd that the source is
ΔI=3.15±0.05 mag below the clump, whereas using CTIO
data we ﬁndΔI=3.01±0.05 mag. Figure 4 shows the color–
magnitude diagrams derived from both datasets. This
difference is typical of the difﬁculty in centroiding the clump
in the vertical (magnitude) direction. We adopt ΔI=3.08±
0.07 mag and so I I I 17.49 0.08s,0 cl,0= + D =  mag,where
I 14.41cl,0 = mag is adopted from Nataf et al. (2013).
Comparing this value with OGLE’s Icl, we infer theextinction
of A(I) = 2.07 mag along this line of sight. Similarly, by
comparing OGLE’s (V− I)cl with (V− I)cl,0 = 1.06 mag from
Bensby et al. (2013), we derive a reddening measurement of E
(V− I)cl = 1.73 mag.
Table 4
Summary of the Physical Parameters of the Lensing System and Source Star
Parameters Units
θS μas 1.07±0.10
θE mas 0.76±0.07
μgeo mas yr
−1 4.8±0.5
ML,planet M⊕ 21±2
ML,total Me 0.38±0.04
DL
a kpc 3.3 or 2.5
r⊥
a au 2.7 or 2.1
πrel mas 0.19±0.01
Note.
a Indicates a value that depends on whether the source is in the Bulge (ﬁrst
value) or the disk (second value).
56 The shape of the lightcurve indicates that it is reaching the point of
maximum magniﬁcation, resulting in the inﬂexion point in the lightcurve.
57 http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/?horizons
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Determining (V− I)s (and so (V− I)s,0) presents greater
challenges given that the source is quite faint at abaseline
ofV∼21.9 mag and that the full moon was passing through
the bulge when the source was most highly magniﬁed. OGLE
systematically acquires V-band data for all its ﬁelds, but of
course avoids observing near the moon. Hence, the OGLE
V I 0( )- color estimate has relatively large errors:
V I 0.31 0.06S( )D - = -  mag. CTIO deliberately targeted
the event near peak (and so moon passage) in order to obtain
high signal-to-noise measurements. Some of these observations
were corrupted by scattered moonlight, but most appear ﬁne.
These data yield V I 0.35 0.03S( )D - = -  mag We com-
bine these OGLE and CTIO measurements by standard error
weighting and obtain
V I V I V I 0.72 0.012s,0 cl,0( ) ( ) ( )- = - + D - =  mag,
where we have adopted V I 1.06cl,0( )- = mag from Bensby
et al. (2013).
Applying the relation derived by Nataf et al. (2013) to
calculate the distance to the Galactic Bar given the viewing
angle from Earth, we infer a distance of 8.00 kpc. If we assume
that the source is exactly at the distance to the clump and adopt
M 0.12I,cl = - mag, then this implies M V I,I s0[ ( ) ]- =
2.96, 0.72( ) mag. This is a plausible pair of values for a star
just entering the sub-giant branch from the turnoff. That is, the
assumption that the source lies behind all the dust is self-
consistent, since it implies that the source inhabits a reasonably
well-populated part of the color–magnitude diagram.
However, another interpretation is that the source lies on the
upper main sequence (since its color is similar to the Sun).
Then, MI∼4.15 mag, so that the star lies 1.2 mag in front of
the Bulge in distance modulus, or at DS∼4.5 kpc from us. In
this case, it would still lie about 125 pc below the Galactic
plane and so behind most, but possibly not all, the dust toward
the Galactic bulge. In Figure 4 we have overplotted
solarmetallicity PARSEC isochrones (Bressan et al. 2012)
Figure 2. Thumbnail sketches of all eight caustic geometries for planetary microlensing event OGLE-2015-BLG-0966. The black and red lines represent the
trajectories as seen from Earth and Spitzer, respectively. The right ends of the red lines represent the end of Spitzer observations at HJD 7222.14. All eight solutions
have essentially the same physical implications. First, while the overall caustic structures (closed black curves) differ between close (left) and wide (right) binary
solutions, the central caustics, which are the only part probed by the Earth and Spitzer observations, are virtually identical. These are related by the s s 1« -
degeneracy, and since s;1.1 is close to unity, they correspond to physically similar systems. The microlens parallax Ep is essentially determined by the offset
between the Spitzer and Earth trajectories at the same epoch (magenta dashed line segments). See Equation (3). The amplitude of Ep does differ slightly between the
(±, ±) and (±, m) solutions because the source is on the same side of the lens as seen from Earth and Spitzer for the former and on the opposite side for the latter,
leading to a different distance perpendicular to the direction of motion. However, because the event is high magniﬁcation as seen from Earth (u 10,Å  ), this
difference is itself small, and because the separation along the direction of motion is much larger than the separation perpendicular, this has almost no effect on the
magnitude of the parallax, πE, which is what enters the main physical parameters. See Table 1. The only substantial difference among these eight solutions is that the
motion is somewhat north of west for the (+, ±) solutions and somewhat south of west for the (−, ±) solutions. However, this small difference has no impact on the
main physical parameters, which do not depend on this direction.
Figure 3. Detail of caustic structure for one of the eight degenerate solutions
shown in Figure 2 (close (−, −)). The cross represents the position of the lens
host star. The colored circles represent the data points on the light curve shown
in Figure 1. The black circle on the trajectory represents the size of the source.
As described in Section 3, the angle between thesource trajectory and the
binary axis (same as the caustic axis) is determined directly by the time offset
of the anomalous peak (tpert) from the overall peak (t0), relative to the curvature
of the peak, without reference to any model. tcc refers to the time of caustic
crossing. However, the derivation of (s, q), which determines the overall
caustic structure in this plot, does require detailed modeling. See Section 3.
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for a log g = 4.4 main sequence star and a log g = 3.9 sub-giant
at ages where their respective V− I colors were closest to that
of the source, for reference.
We ﬁrst estimate the source radius under the assumption that
it is a bluish bulge sub-giant and then address how this estimate
may be affected if the source is in fact a disk main sequence
star. We used the tabular data presented by Bessell & Brett
(1988) to convert (V− I)s,0 to (V−K)s,0. They quote an
uncertainty of “<0.04 mag,” and we adopt 0.02 mag as a
reasonable error for the purposes of our analysis. This leads to
estimates
t
1.07 0.10 as; 0.76 0.07 mas;
4.8 0.5 mas yr .
5
E
geo
E
E
1
( )
*
*q m q qr
m q
=  = = 
= =  -
If the source were a disk main sequence star, but
nevertheless lay behind all the dust, then these estimates would
not be affected at all. Only the dereddened color and magnitude
enter the calculation, and these would not change. If the source
does lie in front of some of the dust, then it is both intrinsically
redder in (V− I) and fainter in I than the above calculations
would imply. Of course fainter stars have smaller radii at ﬁxed
surface brightness, but redder stars have lower surface bright-
ness (so larger radii) at ﬁxed magnitude. Hence, these two
effects tend to cancel. Since the total amount of dust behind the
source is unlikely to be large and the two effects tend to cancel,
and since at this point we cannot reliably estimate how much
dust does lie behind the source, we will proceed on the
assumption that the source is behind all of the dust. However,
in Section 6, we discuss how this issue could be partly or fully
resolved in the future.
The above procedure has become a standard approach for
calculating the angular radii of microlensing source stars since
Yoo et al. (2004), but we note recent work by Boyajian et al.
(2014) to develop improved empirical relations predicting
stellar angular size for main sequence stars as functions of
photometric color measured from a wider range of color
indices. The new V, (V− IC) relations enable a more direct
estimate of θ* without ﬁrst converting the measured color to
another passband. From this we derive a value of θ* =
1.04±0.16 μas, consistent with our previous estimate.
5. PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
The extraction of physical parameters is made simpler by the
“resolution” (or rather, irrelevance) of the ambiguity of the
amplitude of Δβ (Section 3), but more complicated by the
ambiguity in the source distance (Section 4). We there-
forebeginwith the lens mass estimate, which does not depend
on the source distance, derived from Gould (2000):
M M
m qM M
0.38 0.04 ;
21 2 . 6
E
E
planet ( )
q
kp= = 
= =  Å

Similarly, for the projected velocity in the geocentric and
heliocentric frames (Gould & Yee 2014)
v
v v v
N E
t
,
au
0 16, 124 40 km s
0 16, 95 40 km s , 7
geo
E
E
E
2
1
hel geo ,
1
˜ ( ) ( )
˜ ˜ ( ) ( )
p
p= =  - 
= + =  - 
-
Å ^ -
where v N E, 0.8, 28.8 km s, 1( ) ( )= -Å ^ - is theEarth’s velo-
city projected on the plane of the sky at the peak of the event
and where we have ignored the slight differences among the
four wide solutions.
Regardless of the source location, the relative parallax is
well-determined
0.19 0.01 mas. 8rel E E ( )p q p= = 
Figure 4. Color–magnitude diagrams plotted from the CTIO (left) and OGLE (right) data. In the CTIO plot, stars within 60 arcsec of the target that were used in the
analysis are highlighted with larger red circles. See Section 4. Solarmetallicity PARSEC isochrones are overplotted on the OGLE data for a log g = 4.4 main
sequence star and a log g = 3.9 sub-giantat ages (log age = 7.35 and 9.95) where their respective V − I colors were closest to that of the source, as a reference for the
two possible evolutionary states of the object. These curves have been offset by the measured extinction to overlay the (unedited) data from OGLE. Star and square
symbols mark the measured positions of the source and red clump, respectively.
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enabling us to constrain the distance to the lens through the
relation:
au
D
au
D
. 9L S
L S
rel ( )p p p= - = -
However, depending on the distance to the source, this leads
to two different distance estimates for the lens DL=3.3 kpc
(bulge source) or DL=2.5 kpc (disk source). However, within
the context of our program of determining the Galactic
distribution of planets, these two outcomes are basically
similar: foreground disk lens. In Section 6, we discuss how
this ambiguity may be resolved with future observations.
Finally, the ambiguity in DL gives rise to an ambiguity of the
same size in the star-planet projected separation
r s D 2.7 auLEq= =^ (bulge source) or 2.1 au (disk source).
Adopting a snowline rsnow=2.7 au (M/Me), these separations
are at r⊥/rsnow=2.2 and 1.7 snowline distances, respectively.
Hence, in either case, this planet is a “cold Neptune.” Note that
in making these estimates, we have adopted s=1, i.e., midway
between (and 10% different from) the close and wide solutions.
The physical parameters of this system are summarized in
Table 4.
6. DISCUSSION
This is the second microlensing planet (after OGLE-2014-
BLG-0124Lb), whose mass and distance have been measured
with the aid of parallax observations using Spitzer. However, it
is the ﬁrst to be so characterized as part of a program
speciﬁcally designed to measure the Galactic distribution of
planets by means of welldeﬁned selection criteria (Yee et al.
2015a). While naively such welldeﬁned criteria might seem to
lead to clear cut observing decisions, the example of OGLE-
2015-BLG-0966 demonstrates that they in fact create a set of
complex interlocking constraints, both hard and soft, on
decision processes of multiple semi-autonomous decision
makers working toward a common goal. Speciﬁcally, there
was the struggle to determine whether surveys would cover this
event, including both static but non-obvious (KMT) informa-
tion and dynamic OGLE information, theimpact on balancing
with coverage of other events (also impacted by survey
coverage), and wild oscillations in Spitzer cadence due to
objective criteria. See Section 2.
In the present case, these followup observations that were
subject to these interlocking constraints led to thedetection and
characterization of a planet while preserving the integrity of the
selection process. In subsequent papers, we will show that
similar sensitivity to planets (while maintaining sample
integrity) was achieved under similar conditions for several
other high-magniﬁcation events.
The character of the planetcontinues to conﬁrm that “cool
Neptunes are common” (Gould et al. 2006), even though that
original claim was based on just two detections. However, the
central focus of the present effort is not the frequency of planets
as a function of mass, but of Galactocentric radius. Nothing can
be said so far about this in part because there are so far only
two planets in the sample, but mainly because the sensitivity of
the surveys to planets as a function of Galactocentric radius has
not yet been determined (although see Zhu et al. 2015a for
initial work in that direction). Nevertheless, it is intriguing to
note that both detected planets are in the neartomid-disk.
While the lens is clearly in the disk, it is unknown at this
point whether the source is in the bulge or the disk. While the
source distance is of overall secondary interest, it does affect
the lens distance DL and planet-star separation r⊥ at the 25%
level and therefore should be resolved if possible. We note that
the heliocentric projected velocity vhel˜ does tend to favor a disk
source just because the solutions all have the heliocentric
projected velocities pointing basically out of the Galactic plane,
and indeed somewhat retrograde. By contrast, as expected
naively (and conﬁrmed by Calchi Novati et al. 2015a), events
with bulge sources and disk lenses tend to have vhel˜ aligned
with Galactic rotation. This is because the Sun and the lens
both basically partake of this rotation while bulge source proper
motions tend to be both isotropically distributed and of low
amplitude.
The situation would be greatly clariﬁed by measuring the
proper motion of the source, as Yee et al. (2015b) did for the
Spitzer event OGLE-2014-BLG-0939. In contrast to that case,
however, in which the source was bright and easily
distinguished from neighbors, which enabled precise astro-
metric measurements from over a decade of OGLE observa-
tions, the OGLE-2015-BLG-0966 source star is both too faint
and too close (0 7) to a neighbor for reliable astrometry.
However, using difference image astrometry applied to high-
magniﬁcation images, the current position of the lens is
measured with a precision of about 20 mas. Hence, a single
epoch of high-resolution imaging 10 years from now should be
able to reliably determine whether the source proper motion is
consistent with disk motion (typically about 6mas yr 1- ).
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